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A WORLD-CLASS   
LAW DEGREE  
WITH  INNOVATIVE
DELIVERY DESIGNED
FOR PROFESSIONALS

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
The FlexJD program allows students to 
complete their law degree through flexible 
remote coursework on their own schedule, 
combined with live, remote instruction and 
limited, required on-campus intensives.
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Associate Dean for Digital Strategy

Jalon ’25
FlexJD Student

“When I started the application process for 

law school, I wanted to find a program that 

allowed me to grow both academically 

and professionally. I feel fortunate that I 

have found a program, at Northeastern, 

that fosters an environment of academic 

excellence and innovation whilst also 

supporting me as I continue to grow in my 

professional life.” 

“We’ve structured the FlexJD to ensure that 

students can receive our signature practice-

driven education while balancing their career 

or personal obligations.”

“ I was attracted to Northeastern because 

their strong public interest program has a 

proven track record and deep involvement 

with social justice issues.”
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Jimmy ’25
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A TOP LEGAL EDUCATION THAT’S FLEXIBLE FOR 
TODAY’S PROFESSIONALS.
Northeastern Law developed the FlexJD, a part-time, primarily online program to meet 
the needs of working professionals. The majority of the FlexJD program instruction 
is conveniently delivered through dynamic, remote coursework and complemented 
by periodic on-campus intensives. The remote coursework incorporates weekly live, 
online courses with self-paced, recorded courses that students complete on their 
own schedule. Over the course of the four-year program, students are required to 
complete six on-campus intensives bound to the curriculum, each approximately four 
days long and scheduled around long weekends.

GO TO A L AW SCHOOL WHERE YOUR EXPERIENCES  
WILL SET YOU APART.
With more than 50 years of leadership in integrating theory and practice, Northeastern 
Law provides students with unparalleled practical experience. Our signature co-op  
program provides students with hands-on legal experience through fieldwork placement,  
semester-long co-op placements with legal employers and participation opportunities 
in numerous programs offered by our Center for Co-op and Career Development.  

CR AFT YOUR OWN LEG AL EDUCATION. 
Take advantage of a curriculum that provides a foundation in legal theory combined 
with the freedom to explore and refine your career interests through elective courses 
and hands-on, real-world co-ops. FlexJD students learn complicated legal concepts, 
solve real legal problems and develop research, analysis, writing and debate expertise. 
Northeastern Law is renowned as one of the top public interest law schools in the nation  
and offers many areas of study including business law, criminal justice, health policy  
and law, immigration, human rights, intellectual property and data privacy and more. 
Graduates will have the tools and skills to evaluate legal issues through a social 
justice lens and make a positive difference for clients, the community and society. 

LEARN L AW FROM EXPERTS WHO INTEGR ATE THEORY 
WITH PRACTICE.
The Northeastern Law faculty are second to none in their research and publications. 
They are exceptional scholars, researchers and authors of trailblazing books and 
journal articles. They are also active litigators, committed advocates and influential  
policy shapers. Professors are accessible and eager to provide mentorship and 
assistance, and are passionate about teaching and inspiring the next generation of 
legal professionals.

IT’S NEVER TOO EARLY TO START YOUR PATH TO LEGAL 
PRACTICE. APPLY FOR FALL 2023.
Apply for the FlexJD by May 1 for a fall 2023 start. The FlexJD program has limited 
seat availability. We recommend applying as early as possible to secure your seat. 
Head to LSAC.org to begin your application to Northeastern Law. No application fee is 
required to apply.


